$2500 "Winchester" $\frac{1}{4}"$ disk

(\text{Cost})

100M, 150M, 200M, 250M, 300M, 350M, 400M

\(1982\), \(1986\), \(1990\)

Year \rightarrow
$/book

300 pixels/inch
image storage,
no compression
Fraction of bits read, written, or discarded

All previous experience

Library

Time, days
Refresh Step

1. Washington N
2. Washington N+1

- Denver N
- Novosibirsk N
Refresh Cycle

1. Washington N
2. Denver N
3. Denver N+1
4. Novosibirsk N+1
5. Novosibirsk N
6. Washington N+1

Questions:
- 2: ?
- 4: ?
- 6: ?